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PrimoChill Tool Free
Ghost Fitting 3/8 OD for 3/8
ID Tubing - 2 Pack

$7.99
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Short Description
PrimoChill Ghost Fittings are perfect for old pros and novices alike. Serious performance enthusiasts and case modders will
appreciate all the features mentioned above along with the superior high quality craftsmanship and ﬁnish. Novice water coolers
will appreciate the tool free design that makes getting a leak free installation a lot easier.

Description
PrimoChill Ghost Fittings are perfect for old pros and novices alike. Serious performance enthusiasts and case modders will
appreciate all the features mentioned above along with the superior high quality craftsmanship and ﬁnish. Novice water coolers
will appreciate the tool free design that makes getting a leak free installation a lot easier.

Features
Highlights of the new fittings:
Shortened thread portion of the fittings to better suit CPU and GPU block depthsthis improves flow.
Removed unneeded wrench flats all together in favor of a much more user friendly tool free knurling.
Knurling is Gnarly =)
O-ring shoulder made with appropriate thicknessas in thinner. Makes for a shorter fitting overall
without sacrificing needed length in the barrel portion.
Tool Free Design*
Ghost Design**

Specifications
Specifications:
Material - Nickel Plated Brass
Thread Size - G 1/4
Barb Size - 3/8 OD for 3/8 ID Tubing
Inside Bore Size - .318
Overall Length - .940
O-ring Material - Buna 70
ROHS Compliant - Yes
*Because you use the ultimate reach anywhere tool that you never leave home withoutyour fingersyou can
get to a fitting in most any location inside your case.
**The tubing nearly covers the entire fitting so it is invisible inside the tubing. Being invisible AND beautiful
isnt easy, but we managed it. When used with PrimoFlex 3/8 ID x 5/8 OD Tubing or comparable size tubing.
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PrimoChill Ghost Fittings are precision machined from solid brass then nickel plated and are 100%
manufactured and packaged in the USAremember, the American job you save just might be yours.

Additional Information
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Brand

Primochill

SKU

GHOST38

Weight

0.2000

Fitting Type

Barb

Fitting Size

3/8"

Fitting Angle

Straight
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